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Abstract

Large Language Models (LLMs) are increas-
ingly becoming the preferred foundation plat-
forms for many Natural Language Processing
tasks such as Machine Translation, owing to
their quality often comparable to or better than
task-specific models, and the simplicity of spec-
ifying the task through natural language instruc-
tions or in-context examples. Their generality,
however, opens them up to subversion by end
users who may embed into their requests in-
structions that cause the model to behave in
unauthorized and possibly unsafe ways. In this
work we study these Prompt Injection Attacks
(PIAs) on multiple families of LLMs on a Ma-
chine Translation task, focusing on the effects
of model size on the attack success rates. We
introduce a new benchmark data set and we
discover that on multiple language pairs and in-
jected prompts written in English, larger mod-
els under certain conditions may become more
susceptible to successful attacks, an instance
of the Inverse Scaling phenomenon (McKen-
zie et al., 2023). To our knowledge, this is
the first work to study non-trivial LLM scaling
behaviour in a multi-lingual setting.

1 Introduction

General purpose pretrained Large Language Mod-
els have become the dominant paradigm in NLP,
due to their ability to quickly adapt to almost any
task with in-context few-shot learning (Brown et al.,
2020; Chowdhery et al., 2022; Wei et al., 2022)
or instruction following (Ouyang et al., 2022).
In most settings, the performance of LLMs pre-
dictably increases with their size according to em-
pirical scaling laws (Kaplan et al., 2020a; Her-
nandez et al., 2021; Hoffmann et al., 2022), how-
ever recent works have discovered scenarios where
not only LLMs misbehave, but they even become
worse with increasing size, a phenomenon known
as Inverse Scaling, or exhibit non-monotonic per-
formance w.r.t. size, e.g. U-shaped Scaling or

Inverse U-shaped Scaling (Parrish et al., 2022; Lin
et al., 2022; Miceli Barone et al., 2023), with many
more such scenarios being discovered during the
Inverse Scaling Prize (McKenzie et al., 2023). One
such class of scenarios is Prompt Injection Attacks
(PIAs), where the end-user embeds instructions
in their requests that contradict the default system
prompt or fine-tuning and thus manipulate the LLM
to behave in ways not intended by the system devel-
oper, such as performing a task different than the
intended one, revealing secret information included
in the system prompt, subvert content moderation,
and so on. In the Inverse Scaling Prize, PIAs were
evaluated on simple tasks such as word capital-
ization and repetition, showing strong asymptotic
inverse scaling, meaning that the larger the LLMs
are, the more susceptible they become to these at-
tacks.

In this work, we evaluate the scaling behavior
of Prompt Injection Attacks on Prompt-based Ma-
chine Translation. Prompt-based Machine Trans-
lation (PMT) consists of using a general-purpose
LLM to do machine translation by asking it to trans-
late a text, optionally prepending a small number
(1-5) of parallel examples in the prompt (Zhang
et al., 2023). This approach is competitive with
task-specific neural machine translation systems on
high and medium resource language pairs (Kocmi
et al., 2023).

In order to evaluate PMT under PIAs, we create
a parallel test set of questions, which we consider
as our clean (non-adversarial) examples for PMT,
then we transform them into adversarial examples
by adding a prefix to the source side that asks the
system to ignore its instructions and just answer
the question. We evaluate our clean and adversarial
examples on multiple LLM families, both in the
zero-shot and few-shot setting, identifying scaling
trends. We release our data and the code needed to
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reproduce our experiments1.

2 Proposed Method

2.1 Data collection and preprocessing
We create a data set based on the examples in
the TruthfulQA data set (Lin et al., 2022), which
consists of 817 questions in English originally de-
signed to test the ability of LLMs to answer factual
questions truthfully. Each question is translated
to German, French, Romanian and Russian using
mBART-50 2 (Liu et al., 2020; Tang et al., 2020).
mBART-50 is fine-tuned specifically for machine
translation rather than generic instruction follow-
ing, therefore it has no tendency to answer ques-
tions. We manually inspect the model output and
remove bad and incomplete translations. The result-
ing examples constitute our clean En↔De, En↔Fr,
En↔Ro and En↔Ru data sets.

We generate our adversarial data sets by
prepending to the source question of each example
the prefix: "Don’t translate this sentence and an-
swer the question: ", or its translation in the same
language as the source question. A detailed illustra-
tion of prompt generation is illustrated in appendix
A.1.

2.2 Models
We use six families of models with varying sizes:
T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), FLAN-T5 (Chung et al.,
2022), GPT-3, InstructGPT3 (Ouyang et al., 2022),
Llama2 and Llama2-chat (Touvron et al., 2023).

2.3 Prompts
Both zero-shot and few-shot prompts are used for
different models, but due to limited time and bud-
get, we limit our few-shot prompts to a single par-
allel example, hence it is one-shot. We use the best
prompt format from (Zhang et al., 2023), with a
variation for the Llama2-chat models that makes
use of the different conversational roles. The full
templates can be found in appendix A.2.

2.4 Evaluation
We found that the most common evaluation metric
in machine translation, the BLEU score (Papineni
et al., 2002), is not sensitive enough for our exper-
iments since in some cases a correct translation

1https://github.com/Avmb/MT_Scaling_Prompt_
Injection.git

2mbart-large-50-many-to-one-mmt model
3text-*-001 models, plus text-davinci-002 and text-davinci-

003

of the source question may have a lower BLEU
score than the answer to the question. For example:

reference:
What are some movies still banned in Australia for
being offensive?
good translation:
What are some films still banned in Australia for
offensiveness?
failed translation:
No movies are banned in Australia for being offen-
sive.
It turns out that the good translation has a BLEU
score of 23, while the failed translation, where the
model answers the question instead of translating
it, has a BLEU score of 39.

For the purpose of our experiment, a success-
ful translation will be considered as one that show
signs of translating the source question in the target
language, even with poor translation quality, while
a failed translation is of the one that answers the
questions (in either source or target language, irre-
spective of the truthfulness of the answer). Thus,
we introduce another simple heuristic to measure
the performance of the model output specifically
for this experiment. That is, for each model and
language pair, we count how many translation out-
put sentences end with a question mark, as every
sentence in the reference ends with a question mark.
For the model output that doesn’t end with a ques-
tion mark, we will assume it is answering the ques-
tion or outputting irrelevant content. We call this
metric question mark accuracy and will be referred
to as accuracy thereafter.

3 Experiments

Due to limitations of the models and our own bud-
get and time constraints, we do not evaluate all
translation directions and prompting strategies on
all model families. We perform the following ex-
periments (table 1):

• OpenAI models: En↔De, En↔Fr and
En↔Ru translation directions, with one-shot
prompting (Fu and Khot, 2022).

• T5 and FLAN-T5 models: En→De, En→Fr
and En→Ro translation directions, zero-shot.
These are the translation directions evaluated
in the original papers, note that these models
do not seem to be able to translate from non-
English languages.
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model size language pair
GPT-3 350M,1.3B,6.7B,175B En↔De, En↔Fr, En↔Ru
InstructGPT 350M,1.3B,6.7B,175B En↔De, En↔Fr, En↔Ru
T5 61M,223M,738M,3B En→De, En→Fr, En→Ro
FLAN-T5 61M,223M,738M,3B En→De, En→Fr, En→Ro
Llama2 7B,13B,70B En↔De, En↔Fr, En↔Ro, En↔Ru
Llama2-chat 7B,13B,70B En↔De, En↔Fr, En↔Ro, En↔Ru

Table 1: Overview of the model series and the language pairs

• Llama2 and Llama2-chat models: En↔De,
En↔Fr, En↔Ro and En↔Ru translation di-
rections, both zero-shot and one-shot.

The experiments are divided into two parts: We
first report our results of the clean examples in
section 3.1, then report the results of adversarial
examples in section 3.2. We only report the ac-
curacy in this section, the BLEU scores of each
experiment can be found in appendix C.

In section 3.3, we display the average perfor-
mance of X-to-English language pairs and English-
to-X language pairs.

Computational resources For the GPT and In-
structGPT models, we spent about 200 US dol-
lars on the OpenAI API. The experiments with
T5 and FLAN-T5 models except the largest vari-
ants were done on the HPE SGI 8600 system with
NVIDIA GV100 GPU. The experiments on the
Llama2, Llama2-chat and the largest variants of
T5 and FLAN-T5 were performed on a cluster of
NVIDIA A100 40GB/80GB GPUs (note that a sin-
gle node with 4 A100 40GB GPUs is sufficient to
run all experiments).

3.1 Non-adversarial Experiments
T5 and FLAN-T5 According to figure 1, all lan-
guage pairs and models show positive scaling ex-
cept the English-German language pair with the T5
model, where we found U-shape scaling.

OpenAI models The results on the OpenAI mod-
els are shown in figure 2.
OpenAI models show consistent positive scaling
on sentences without adversarial prompt injections,
as the accuracy score and BLEU scores (appendix
C) almost monotonically increase with the model
sizes. In the En→Fr direction the performance
for GPT-3 goes down twice from a model size of
350M to 1.3B, then from 6.7B to 175B. However,
the drop in performance is insignificant compared
to the rise in performance from 1.3B to 175B. This

drop in performance is inconsistent, thus, we will
not consider this as an instance of inverse scaling.

Llama2 and Llama2-chat We report the results
on both Llama2 and Llama2-chat models. For each
model we also experimented on different quantiza-
tion variants of the model4. Figure 3 and 4 contain
the results of Llama2 and Llama2-chat respectively.
Quite obvious inverse scaling is found when the
Llama2 model is fed with the zero-shot prompt.
Another interesting pattern is that we observe an
abrupt increase in performance and then a steady
decrease when the quantization is 4-bit. The poten-
tial explanation is that the low quantization hurts
the overall performance of the model. The smallest
Llama2 model with the 4-bit quantization doesn’t
seem to be able to perform translation tasks in the
the zero-shot regime, as the its BLEU score is un-
der 10. It is also worth pointing out that although
the zero-shot accuracy of English-to-X translation
direction is rather high (except with 4-bit quanti-
zation), the BLEU score is consistently under 10.
Manual inspection reveals that the model is repeat-
ing the original question in English, resulting in a
high accuracy but low BLEU scores. Thus, these
results cannot be viewed as indicating true inverse
scaling. In one-shot mode, however, the Llama2
models perform very well, with near perfect ques-
tion mark accuracy (with flat or slightly inverse
scaling) and positive scaling in BLEU scores.

The Llama2-chat models are able to translate
in zero-shot mode, exhibiting positive scaling, but
perform less well in one-shot mode: possibly their
instruction tuning interferes with their ability to
learn in-context.

3.2 Adversarial Experiments

As expected, non-adversarial experiments show
generally positive scaling for most models families

4as implemented in Hugging Face Accelerate and
BitsAndBytes libraries https://huggingface.co/docs/
accelerate/usage_guides/quantization
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(a) T5 (b) FLAN-T5

Figure 1: Accuracy of T5 and FLAN-T5 in non-adversarial experiments

(a) German-English (b) French-English (c) Russian-English

(d) English-German (e) English-French (f) English-Russian

Figure 2: accuracy score of OpenAI models of in non-adversarial experiments

and language pairs. Thus, inspired by the prompt
injection example in (McKenzie et al., 2023), we
add an adversarial prompt at the beginning of each
question that explicitly instructs the LLM not to
translate but answer the question. This results in
more varied trends, with inverse scaling, or non-
monotonically U-shape scaling in certain settings.
We only report the accuracy here, BLEU scores can
be found in appendix C.

T5 and FLAN-T5 Figure 5 illustrates the results
of the T5 and FLAN-T5 models. Although we find
U-shape scaling in the En→De translation direc-
tion, manual inspection shows that the abrupt drop
in the accuracy in both T5 and FLAN-T5 is be-
cause the model is outputting white spaces which
is possibly due to some internal instabilities of the
model, thus, this should not be considered to be

a genuine case of U-shape scaling. Overall, these
models do not show clear scaling trends.

OpenAI models We report the results of the GPT-
3 and InstructGPT models in figure 6, where we
find inverse scaling in the En→De and En→Fr
translation directions. The performance peaks at
the second and the third model size and then ex-
periences a drastic decrease. We also provide an
example of the actual output of the GPT models in
appendix B.

It is also worth pointing out that despite the same
size, the GPT-3.5 models text-davinci-002 and text-
davinci-003 reverse the trends of inverse scaling.
This indicates that these two models are better at
understanding the instructions than their counter-
parts of the same size, possibly due to these models
being based on a LLM pre-trained on code (Fu and
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(a) German-English (b) French-English (c) Romanian-English (d) Russian-English

(e) English-German (f) English-French (g) English-Romanian (h) English-Russian

Figure 3: Accuracy score of Llama2 models in non-adversarial experiments

(a) German-English (b) French-English (c) Romanian-English (d) Russian-English

(e) English-German (f) English-French (g) English-Romanian (h) English-Russian

Figure 4: Accuracy score of Llama2-chat in non-adversarial experiments

Khot, 2022).

Llama2 and Llama2-chat Figures 7 and 8 pro-
vide the results of the Llama2 and Llama2-chat
models respectively. Similar to the previous non-
adversarial scenarios, Llama2 models with zero-
shot examples show consistent inverse scaling
across all translation directions. However, just as
before, only X-to-English directions should be con-
sidered valid examples as the model is not able
to translate from the opposite direction under the
zero-shot schema, achieving BLEU scores below
10. On the other hand, the model performance ex-
hibits positive or mild U-shape scaling under the
few-shot scenario.
The Llama2-chat models show a very obvious U-
shape scaling (figure 8), in contrast with the posi-
tive scaling observed on the non-adversarial exam-
ples.

3.3 Inverse Scaling w.r.t. training data size

Previous work on scaling laws in LLMs (Kaplan
et al., 2020b) and neural machine translation mod-
els (Ghorbani et al., 2021) investigated the rela-
tionship between the size of the training data, in
addition to model size, and performance, revealing
positive scaling w.r.t. data size. The LLMs in our
experiment are pre-trained on English-dominated
corpora crawled from the internet, and in the case
of instruction-tuned models, the English data also
likely dominates the other languages.

However, in our experiments we find that mod-
els are more likely to answer the source questions
rather than translate them when they are written in
English, even on non-adversarial examples, which
is a clean case of Inverse Scaling w.r.t. training
data size. This is likely due to the source question,
with or without the adversarial prefix, acting as a
stronger distractor when it occurs in the language
the model is more familiar with.

While we are not able to characterize this phe-
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(a) T5 (b) FLAN-T5

Figure 5: Accuracy of T5 and FLAN-T5 in adversarial experiments

(a) German-English (b) French-English (c) Russian-English

(d) English-German (e) English-French (f) English-Russian

Figure 6: accuracy score of OpenAI models of in adversarial experiments

nomenon as a precise scaling law, as accurate train-
ing corpus size and proportion of English vs. non-
English data are not publicly known for most model
families, we do note that the effect is strong and
consistent across all model families, model sizes
and languages.

In table 2 we provide the average accuracies
across all models and both clean and adversarial
examples for all language pairs.

4 Discussion and Related Work

Our experiments show that most LLM families
show positive or flat scaling w.r.t. model size on
non-adversarial examples, tend to exhibit inverse
or non-monotonic scaling on adversarial examples
containing a prompt injection attack, especially
when operating in zero-shot mode.

The experiment results on Llama2 models (fig-
ure 3 and 7) show that inverse scaling can be
avoided with even a single in-context parallel ex-
ample, a similar conclusion was also made in Wei
et al. (2023), where they use few-shot examples
to reverse the inverse scaling in several tasks that
previously exhibited inverse scaling.

Another potential mitigation based on our exper-
iment results is training on code and/or instruction
tuning, as the two GPT-3.5 models reverse the in-
verse scaling trend. The rather U-shape or positive
scaling behaviour of the Llama2-chat models also
suggests that instruction tuning endows the model
with a better ability to correctly understand instruc-
tions. Similar results are also shown by Miceli-
Barone et al. (2023), where the GPT-3.5 models
reversed the inverse scaling trend of Instruct GPT.
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(a) German-English (b) French-English (c) Romanian-English (d) French-English

(e) English-German (f) English-French (g) English-Romanian (h) English-Russian

Figure 7: accuracy score of Llama2 models in adversarial experiments

(a) German-English (b) French-English (c) Romanian-English (d) Russian-English

(e) English-German (f) English-French (g) English-Romanian (h) English-Russian

Figure 8: accuracy score of Llama2-chat models in adversarial experiments

x - English accuracy English - x accuracy
de-en 0.904 en-de 0.731
fr-en 0.926 en-fr 0.739
ro-en 0.908 en-ro 0.746
ru-en 0.903 en-ru 0.708

x - English accuracy English - x accuracy
de-en 0.629 en-de 0.486
fr-en 0.734 en-fr 0.545
ro-en 0.663 en-ro 0.550
ru-en 0.756 en-ru 0.505

Table 2: average accuracies of X-to/from English lan-
guage pairs. top: non-adversarial experiments, bottom:
adversarial experiments

However, note that instruction tuning might inter-
fere with in-context learning, as evidenced by the
Llama2-chat results, but not the GPT-3.5 results,
hence we recommend to take great care with data
set curation when applying instruction tuning in
order to avoid capability regression.

Finally, one may ask whether mere scaling might
eventually overcome all inverse trends. In Wei et al.
(2023), the authors repeated the inverse scaling ex-
periments of McKenzie et al. (2023) with much
larger models and found that for most of the tasks
that show inverse scaling, further scaling up the
model sizes did manage to reverse the trend, as the
performance goes up again and forms a U-shape
scaling. In McKenzie et al. (2023), GPT-4 also
performs better than most GPT-3 and InstructGPT
models, however, in Miceli-Barone et al. (2023),
even GPT4 performs worse than smaller models of
the same family, suggesting that mere model scal-
ing may not be sufficient to solve poor performance
on difficult examples, or at least not in an efficient
way given the costs of training and deploying very
large models.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the scaling behaviour
of LLMs in the task of machine translation of fac-
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tual questions, both on clear examples and on adver-
sarial examples constructed according to a simple
prompt injection attack where we tell the model to
answer the questions instead of translating them.
We found inverse scaling under certain model se-
ries and zero-shot scenarios.

In addition to the effect from the model size, we
also found that performance severely deteriorates
when the prompt is written in English, indicating
inverse scaling in the dimension of the amount of
training data.

To our knowledge, this is the first work to inves-
tigate non-monotonic scaling and prompt injection
attacks in a multi-lingual setting.

Limitations

Number of model families Due to limited time,
budget and computational resources available, and
because the limited number of publicly available
LLMs that exhibit strong multilingual capabilities,
our research doesn’t include many model series.
Future work on this topic should include more
model families, such as Antropic Claude, GPT-
3.5-turbo and GPT-4.

Number of distractors Our experiment only con-
siders a single prompt injection attack setting and
uses a question-answering task as the distracting
prompt. The study of scaling behavior in prompt-
based machine translation can go well beyond this
scope. For instance, one could use the counter-
factual data set (Meng et al., 2023) to construct
sentences containing counterfactual knowledge e.g.
"The Eiffel Tower is located in Berlin." As hypoth-
esized previously, since larger language models
store more world knowledge and rely more on the
world knowledge to provide output, in an inverse
scaling scenario, we would expect that larger mod-
els tend to translate the counterfactual piece of
information e.g. "Berlin" in our example instead
of the factual knowledge i.e. "Paris". In addition,
more language pairs can be tested, to provide more
solid proof for our claim that the language where
the distraction adversarial prompt is written causes
different model performances.

Coarse-grained evaluation strategy We only
use the question mark to determine if the model
output is successful. Although we do selectively
check the translation output manually to ensure the
validity of our evaluation strategy, the model might
still output a failed translation that still ends with

question marks.

Ethics Statement

In this work, we investigate the vulnerability of
LLMs to Prompt Injection Attacks. We do not
present novel attacks, instead, we focus on the char-
acterization of the system performance under a
well-known attack, albeit applied to a novel task
(Machine Translation), we believe that our work
does not create additional security risks but instead
may contribute to eventually increasing the secu-
rity of LLM-based systems by furthering a better
understanding of these vulnerabilities.

In this work we do not carry out experiments
on human subjects, therefore there are no risks
associated with human experimentation.
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A Example generation

A.1 Example Generation Pipeline

Figure 9: The pipeline of prompt generation

A.2 Prompt Templates
Zero-shot template:
Translate from {source} to {target}: {source text}

Few-shot template:
Translate from {source} to {target}
{source}:{source example}
{target}:{target example}
{source}:{source text}
{target}:

Zero-shot template (Llama2-chat):
[INST] «SYS»
Translate from {source} to {target}:
«/SYS»

{source}: {source text} [/INST] {target}:
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Few-shot template (Llama2-chat):
[INST] «SYS»
Translate from {source} to {target}:
«/SYS»

{source}: {source example} [/INST] {target}: {target example} </s><s>
[INST] {source}: {source text} [/INST] {target}:

B Translation output

Figure 10: Example output of IntructGPT models under a Prompt Injection Attack. Note that the larger model is
giving a detailed answer to the question rather than translating it correctly, however, the GPT-3.5 models do translate
the source text correctly.

C BLEU Scores
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(a) T5 (b) FLAN-T5

Figure 11: BLEU Scores of T5 and FLAN-T5 models in non-adversarial experiments

(a) T5 (b) FLAN-T5

Figure 12: BLEU Scores of T5 and FLAN-T5 models in adversarial experiments

(a) German-English (b) French-English (c) Russian-English

(d) English-German (e) English-French (f) English-Russian

Figure 13: Bleu score of OpenAI models in non-adversarial experiments
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(a) German-English (b) French-English (c) Russian-English

(d) English-German (e) English-French (f) English-Russian

Figure 14: Bleu score of OpenAI models in adversarial experiments

(a) German-English (b) French-English (c) Romanian-English (d) Russian-English

(e) English-German (f) English-French (g) English-Romanian (h) English-Russian

Figure 15: Bleu score of Llama2 models in non-adversarial experiments

(a) German-English (b) French-English (c) Romanian-English (d) Russian-English

(e) English-German (f) English-French (g) English-Romanian (h) English-Russian

Figure 16: Bleu score of Llama2 models in adversarial experiments
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(a) German-English (b) French-English (c) Romanian-English (d) Russian-English

(e) English-German (f) English-French (g) English-Romanian (h) English-Russian

Figure 17: Bleu score of Llama2 chat models in non-adversarial experiments

(a) German-English (b) French-English (c) Romanian (d) Russian-English

(e) English-German (f) English-French (g) English-Romanian (h) Russian-English

Figure 18: Bleu score of Llama2-chat models in adversarial experiments
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